DCCCD Job Description

Job Title: Software/Systems Trainer II

Salary Range: N05

JTC: TSH

FLSA: Exempt

Since 1965, we have served more than 3 million students. Dallas County Community College District (DCCCD) is one of the largest community college systems in the state of Texas, which includes seven independently accredited colleges located around the Dallas/Fort Worth area.

POSITION SUMMARY

Responsible for preparing, conducting and evaluating software/system training activities including content development, participant materials and training related to core administrative software purchased and supported by the District.

REQUIRED KNOWLEDGE, SKILLS AND ABILITIES

Ability to use a variety of software applications in a business environment. Experience in developing and delivering training programs with proven ability to complete full training cycle (assess needs, plan, develop, coordinate, monitor and evaluate). Ability to assess needs and produce training programs and materials to target end user needs. Skills to effectively direct trainees and other professionals while in a training class environment and to properly evaluate comprehension and application of subject material.

Ability to work independently with limited supervision and in a team environment. Advanced organizational skills with the ability to handle multiple assignments in a constantly changing, fast-paced environment. Ability to design programs that meet both organizational and individual training needs. Ability to use ethical judgement and discretion and maintain confidentiality as required.

Ability to manage interactions with diverse individuals inside and outside the organization and provide effective customer service and support. Ability to gain knowledge of best practices and technological trends through professional development activities. Must be able to communicate complex information clearly to trainees with different levels of skill and knowledge.

Ability to create or present new training materials and presentations or edit and revise existing training materials and presentations. Ability to change course and adapt to the needs of the students. Ability to learn new software applications in a timely fashion and demonstrate product expertise. Understand implementation process, methods and deliverables. Experience in designing and developing instructor-led content with technical subject matter content.

Must have excellent communication skills and the ability to work well with diverse individuals at all levels of the organization. Must have effective presentation, organizational, planning, and time management skills.
PHYSICAL REQUIREMENTS
Normal physical job functions performed within a standard office environment. Reasonable accommodations may be made to individuals with physical challenges to perform the essential duties and responsibilities. Occasionally may be required to lift and carry materials weighing up to 30 pounds.

MINIMUM KNOWLEDGE AND EXPERIENCE
Bachelor’s Degree with two (2) years of experience in related field including one (1) year of experience in end user training. Must have valid driver’s license to travel to offsite locations. **Will be subject to a criminal background check. Some positions may be subject to a fingerprint check.**

ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
Responsible for delivering training in various formats such as classroom, one-on-one sessions, group session, on-site, off-site, and online requiring advanced knowledge of District supported software and hardware. Utilizes industry standards to create and update training programs including curriculums and related coursework such as manuals and exercises. Ensures quality and consistency of course content throughout course life cycle according to set standards. Stays up-to-date on trends and best practices by participating in professional development activities.

Develops timelines to address identified training needs. Determines the training objectives and develops course curriculum following organizational and district policies and procedures. Creates training materials in various formats such as text, video and/or slides. Maintains high level of knowledge regarding current core administrative software purchased and supported by the District.

Establishes and maintains working relationships with diverse, multicultural stakeholders and constituents within the DCCCD community network internal/external to the organization such as customer support to ensure client needs are met. Functions as a member of a of the IT team collaborating on the implementation and development of training to meet established deadlines.

Analyzes the success of training sessions (e.g. evaluation sheets, employee feedback, etc.) and prepares recommendations to create new procedures or revise established procedures. Research, evaluate, test and implement new training technologies. Supports the coordination and implementation of projects, planning milestones, provides updated reports and implements project deliverables on time. Completes all logistical tasks needed to effectively conduct a training session. Develop and maintain high quality training materials, guidance and user documentation to support and enhance the learning experience.

Must have excellent interpersonal, presentation, verbal and written communication skills in order to interact with individuals from diverse backgrounds within the DCCCD community network. Strong experience providing effective customer service. Facilitate training workshops for team members and assist in training projects. Travels to DCCCD locations to provide training delivery.

Performs other duties as assigned.

The intent of this job description is to provide a representative summary of the major duties and responsibilities performed by incumbents of this job and shall not be construed as a declaration of the total of the specific duties and responsibilities of any particular position. Incumbents may be directed to perform job-related tasks other than those specifically presented in this description. Position requires regular and predictable attendance.